Data Science at City
An opportunity to speak to one of our students who is currently studying on the MSc
Data Science course here at City, where you can ask any questions you may have about
the course or PG life here at the University.
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Thank you for joining us for the Data Science CityChat session. We have a student joining us today, who is
currently studying Data Science with us, so please send in any questions you have about studying the
course here at the University

Hello!
I'm the Postgraduate Course Officer for MSc Data Science. If you have any questions about the course, City
University, etc. don't hesitate to ask :)

Hi do any of you cycle into work?

Hi - Yes you can absolutely cycle, we have a bike rack where you can put your bike while you are in class. It's quite
a residential area so quite a few people cycle where we are.

I cycle to work!
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Hi - absolutely, you can find more information about the cycling and green travel at City here:
https://www.city.ac.uk/about/city-the-community-and-environment/what-we-do/travel

Hello - Thank you so much for your time, I have a question, when do the courses start ?

Induction week commences on 17 September 2018, teaching will start the following week. These dates are subject to
change, we will be in contact with further information

Will the International students too get Internship?

Hello - international students do get internship! I have just secured one for this summer.

Hello, yes international students are eligible for the internships, there is more information on the structure and
process here: https://www,city,ac.uk/mathematics-computer-science-eneineerine/placements-and
internships/placement-internship-schemes/computer-science/posteraduate-internships

an easy one! on average how many students are in the masters course?

110
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Thank you for your answer , are there any accommodations in the campus ?

Hi - Yes we have postgraduate accommodation near to the campus: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/living-in
london/accommodation/postgraduate-halls

Thank you for holding this session today. I'm currently at work so will have to post these questions quickly if that's
okay. Firstly, how can we find out more information about the syllabus and individual module contents? So far the
most I can find out is the name!
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Hello - there is more information about the syllabus in the programme specification:
https://www.city.ac.uk/ data/assets/pdf file/0009/367866/PSDASC-MSc-Data-Science.pdf
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Hi - Just wondering around how long it takes for an application to be processed? I applied around 2 weeks ago and
I'm on tenterhooks waiting for a reply :.:

Hi - 2-4 weeks however during the busy period it may take slightly longer.

Hello, I have some questions about the elective modules. How can you make an informed decision on which electives
to choose? Will there be a short introduction to each one or will you need to do your own research into what they are
and their applications? When do you need to make this decision?
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Electives are in the second term. You'll choose them at the end of the first term. You'll get lots of info about each!
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Question for thestudent... how comprehensive did you find the pre-reading list to be? Which areas would you put
extra focus on? Python, stats...?

Hi - this really depends on your background. Do you have a compsci/stats/engineering background?

Hello and thanks for hosting this! Wanted to ask if you have any tips for new students? What should they read up on or
be very familiar with before the course starts? Anything in particular?

Did you see our reading list?
https://www.city.ac.uk/postgraduate-applicants-smcse/preparing-for-pg-study-at-city/msc -data-scienee

And preparation tips: https://www.city.ac.uk/prep-msc-data-science

Hi, I will be coming in for the part time programme starting from September. I will like to know what the time-table
will look like for part time students. What days of the week do you normally have your lectures - for part time
cohort ?

We do our best to timetable things for part-time students on a single day of the week in the first year. Most of the
teaching is during the day. So far, we've managed to achieve this, so part-time students only come in one day a week
in the first year. In the second year, you may have to come in for 2 days a week, but this will depend on your modules
choices.
Please note, the timetable for 2018/19 has not been published and therefore this information may change.

Hello - example timetables are not finalised for next year. However, you can find examples from this year in this link:
https://sws.city.ac.uk/ttl718/default.aspx

Hi, I'm looking to get a new laptop for the course and wondering about any recommendations on specs. Also are the
PCs provided by City easily accessible from home?

You can't access the PCs themselves at home. But you can access the course material from offsite. And some servers.

There are no specific specs for your laptop, as any practical work required can be done on campus in the computer
science labs.

how many students in each study year?

Roughly 110 students each academic year.

Yes, I've bought the books and reading through it. Thanks for the link to the prep tips!

I am curious about how should I choose the optional modules next year. Also, how the core and elective modules
being distributed through out the year.
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See the modules here: https://www.city.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/data-science-msc
Electives are in the second term
Full Term students get 4 modules in each of the 2 terms and do their projects in summer

Hi there! Are students expected to bring their own laptops to the practicals and what are the ideal specifications to
ensure it can handle all the coding well? Thank you

We do deep learning! which means that you will need a laptop with GPU. My laptop is core iS 5th gen, 4gb ram, 2gb
GPU and it works well in the course.

We do have computer in the labs, so you don't need to bring in your laptop unless you want to.
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You don't need to bring your own laptop - all modules will have lab session in computer rooms
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I had a question regarding the course content and what we could expect as a budding data scientist. I have more than
4 years experience in data analytics field but have been dealing with very specific problems in the predictive modeling
space. But, I wanted to expand my knowledge in the areas of big data and neural computing. So, I would like to
understand more about these modules and what in terms of technology would we learn?
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Hello, you can email the course officer to obtain details about each module, because it will hard to convey it fully in
the chat session.

Hi, I have a question about the SMCSE International Scholarship. I applied for the 2nd round deadline on 1st May and It
has been about 6 weeks already, so should I expect the outcome to be announced any time soon?

Hi,
My colleague who looks after Scholarships is currently away. Kindly email SMCSEPG@city.ac.uk with your applicant
number and we will look into this for you.

As regarding the use of python in the course, any particular modules in Python I should be focusing on - or is it
everything python?
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Not everything in Python. Matlab too. And some other ones. But Python is a good start!

What's the acceptance rate of International Students at city?

I don't have stats on that, but a significant number are international students
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How much do exams/ final project count towards our degree?

Final project has 3 times the weight of a module. Some modules are coursework only Some are exams and coursework

I had a question regarding the course content and what we could expect as a budding data scientist. I have more than
4 years experience in data analytics field but have been dealing with very specific problems in the predictive modeling
space. But, I wanted to expand my knowledge in the areas of big data and neural computing. So, I would like to
understand more about these modules and what in terms of technology would we learn?

Hello, you can email the course officer to obtain details about each module, because it will hard to convey it fully in
the chat session.

Hello there
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I would like to know which elective modules are offered for this Msc

Hi
You can find the answer to your question in the Programme Specification;
https://www.city.ac.uk/ data/assets/pdf file/0009/367866/PSDASC-MSc-Data-Science.pdf

I'd like to go down the internship route. When should I start planning for this? Can I get in contact with companies now
or is it all sorted through the university? Are the internships paid?

Not until until April or so. Some students are still getting internships now. We advertise internship internally and you
can also apply for external ones or arrange your own if it fits in with our timescales

Hello, the university will help you find an internship, but it will be competitive so I suggest that you should actively
look for opportunities. I haven't seen any unpaid internship advertised by the university, but please note that this
depends on the company.
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MSc Data Science students can participate in our professional internships programme, which is supported by the
Professional Liaison Unit (smcse-placements@city.ac.uk) .
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Hi everyone, I live in Gambia(west Africa) and am so glad to be part of this chat. My question is; which Math courses do
you guys do for data science?

We don't have any maths or stats courses specifically, but maths/stats are included in many modules

Thank you. Could you please give me an idea of the full time lecture timetable. I believe that its one full day and
two half days per week? Do the half days tend to be morning / afternoons or a chunk in the middle?

Full time will be 3 or 4 days a week. Part time will be 1 or 2 days a week
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I've got a computer science background, and I'm a mature student with a career in IT/Sofware t dev. I've
been a C++ dev and Perl hacker at times, so the Python isn't so daunting. Maths/stats will need a more
brushing off.

Then you definitely need to work on maths, specifically linear algebra. Statistics is also very important here. In
addition, this guide may help: https://www.city.ac.uk/postgraduate-applicants-smcse/technical-skills-required-for
citys-msc-in-data-science

Thanks - Another question, if you are completing the course in one year full time, will there be time to commit to
sports / societies?

Yes. But it's hard work!

How much of Statistics do we need for this course ?
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Hello - it is difficult to quantify how much statistics we need. Maybe this guide can help you:
https://www.city.ac.uk/postgraduate-applicants-smcse/technical-skills-required-for-citys-msc-in-data-science

Hi - I would like to know are there students from India. And what is the last date for payment of 2500 money for
blocking admission.

•

Yes, there are students from India.
You have 28 days from the date that an offer was sent to you.

I also wonder for which types of companies do students work after the master ? Do some of them launch their own
business ? Thank you for your help

Yes, some of them are startups. The opportunities are very diverse, from global consulting companies to small
startups.

Many become "data scientists" in banks, retail companies and consultancies.

are there any opportunities to work as research assistants or teaching assistants throughout the year? do any of you
know anyone who did?

Each year we have a few internal positions. There is one this year, you would need to contact the programme office for
more information:
Programmes Office (room A302}
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+44 {0)20 7040 0248 smcsepg@city.ac.uk

How many lectures would be there for a week and are those industry sufficient or there needs to be loads of self study

Full time- 4 modules a week.
Each module 3 hours contact time (lectures/labs)

When should we expect to get the finalised timetable (I'm a part-time student)

You will receive a copy of your timetable during the induction week.

Hi - How diverse is your class (Gender, Race etc)

Very diverse in terms of gender race. And also background. Some very technical backgrounds, some every applied
backgrounds

Just one tiny question about the average age of the students in this MSc and the average class size for each module

......
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Hi, we don't have an official statistics for it, but the cohort's age ranges from 23- 50! The average class size for each
module: -100 for compulsory and -30- 60 for electives.
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Hello, How long has this course been offered here - meaning when was it launched in City, University of London?

It's been running 5 years.
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How is it like for a student who had never work in the field of data science.

Hard work! But very rewarding and will open your eyes to a whole new world!

Is there anywhere we can see the thesis projects of past students, or can any students in the chat write a sentence
about what they're researching?

Hi
Yes, this is available to our current students.

Students work on projects in the lecturers' specialist fields. They are very diverse. You choose what you want to do.
Some lecturers will also suggest topics
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Are there any software packages that you would recommend getting familiar with before starting the course?

Python. Matlab.
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Hello everyone and thank you for hosting this session! What is the approximate proportion of students with a
background in finance?

I'm not sure, but quite a few
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What is last date to pay fee and get admission

28 days from the date you receive an offer.

Are there any examples of final projects available? It would be great to get an idea of what is expected of us.

Yes, this is available to current students.

What are some positions students have held in the past through internships? There is a list of companies but not the
positions held
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Data scientists.
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Data analytical roles - it's what most people will look to do
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Hi, Are there short courses for other skill's in the Campus and are they free
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We do have short courses but these are not usually free: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/courses/short-courses. There
may be some things you can get involved in at City for free, for example you can learn a language. You will find out
about these opportunities when you start at City.

Are there opportunities to speak to and get to know the professors?

Yes. All lecturers have 2 open "office hours" per week. We're very approachable!

Hi - can you tell us a bit about deep learning ? is it specific to a NN architecture, or is it more of an overview of the
different techniques ?

the fundamentals like the structure, how NNs learn, will be addressed. But you will not dive deep into a specific
technique, as this is a MSc so self study will be expected.

Hi, thank you for hosting this session. A quick question about lab resources, there was some information online
although I was hoping to get more specifics in terms of number of GPUs available etc.

You do not require any specific laptop as practical work will be performed on campus in CS labs. However, if you still
wish to use your laptop - you will need a laptop with a good GPU. Example from our current student is: core iS 5th
gen, 4gb ram, 2gb GPU and it works well in the course.

Do any of you know of any current or former students getting jobs or internships with healthcare companies?
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I don't know offhand, but entirely plausible. You can also do intenships not advertise by us
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Just for information, How may people applied for the programme this year ? How many applications were accepted?
Are you still accepting applications for Sept start ?

Hi There are 110 spaces on the course, we are reaching our capacity and spaces are becoming limited. We are currently
still accepting applications.
. ;T.
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How do students find the course if they are someone who has never worked or who has no experience in the data
science field?

A steep learning curve! But rewarding!

Hi everyone. Is it possible for part-time offer holders to switch to full-time programme?

If you wish to change your mode of attendance at the application stage, kindly email SMCSEPG@city.ac.uk
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How is your experience so far in this course. Would that be sufficient to tackle industry probelms

It really depends on how much effort you put in I must say. Because a good data scientist is not one who learns a lot
about data science, but who does a lot data science projects! You will learn about the knowledge i.e tools to address
the problem. It's up to you how you use them.

Hi, are there any scholarships specific to this course

Hi -
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There are a number of scholarships available at City. Please visit our website for further information,
https://www.city.ac.uk/study/fees-and-funding/scholarships-and-bursaries

Being an international student, how does the career opportunities after this course look after we complete the course
? How do people generally apply for jobs and communicate with the employers, how much does the university help in
networking with the employers etc.?

We have a good careers service. I don't have the stats, but an MSc in Data Science is a good way to work in data
science. Many of student walk into very good after
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Past students often come back to talk tp current students

Hello, data scientists are being hired like crazy in London, so the opportunities are there! The uni has a lot of careers
workshop that help you prepare for employment.

Hi - is llO spaces for both full time and part time?
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Yes, 110 is the overall number of spaces available on the course for 2018/19.

Hi everyone! Roughly how long does it take to get a response on application?

2-4 weeks however, it may take slightly longer during our busy periods.

Will the credit system be ECTS, I mean to ask would the credits be valid all across Europe

Hi yes:
Total UK credits 180
Total ECTS 90

When are exam sessions usually held?

Hi Here you can find the academic calendar; https://www.city.ac.uk/about/city-information/academic-year
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When do you start thinking about what topic to do in your individual project / dissertation, should you start thinking
about this at the onset?

In January. Proposals due in March/April. You can choose your supervisor based on research interests and you get lots
of support.
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I know that the programme is tailored to fit industry needs, but is it also a good preparation for someone who intends
to do a PhD afterwards ? In artificial intelligence and/or deep learning

Yes it is. Our lecturers also offer a lot of PhD opportunities if you are interested.

Are there known cases of part time MSc students with full time jobs doing say one day per week internships?

I think so, but it's hard work. Not recommended.
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Thanks. Is the admission now already completed for the winter term?

No, we're still taking applications.
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Are there any facebook groups for incoming students to join that are for the Data Science program? I've only seen
general City U ones!
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There is none at the moment unfortunately.

Will previous work experience has an advantage in getting admission?

Yes, particularly if your qualificaitons are not quite what we're looking for. We read your cover letters, so it's worth
wrting them well and contextualisating your experience

Do you offer help/support for students with special needs?
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Absolutely, there are a number of teams who can support. Here is the website link for further information;
https://www.city.ac.uk/about/city-information/academic-year

Sorry, bit of a difficult one for any current student... What have you found to be the most challenging aspect of the
course so far? How would you prepare for it if you began the course again?

Students with less coding background, Machine Learning and Neurcomputing because very technical

The experience varies, but I can tell you about mine: it's definitely the amount of coursework. You will need to plan it
so you won't be overwhelmed.

~
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What is the allocation split between full time and part time students?

There is no specific split. I entirely depends on the demand .
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does the GPU need to be an Nvidia? or the AMD ones are fine too?

It's definitely NVIDIA. They invested a lot in deep learning. But AMD is completely fine if you don't go for very complex
deep learning packages.

How many hours (avergare) of self-studying is expected per week?

Roughly, 40 hours per week
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Besides internships, does the university host any events such as career days etc, bringing students closer to
companies, enhancing their prospects?

We have a series of talks dedicated to Data Science students. https://www.city.ac.uk/mathematics-computer-scienceengineering/research/machine-learning/data-bites
Past students, startups, lots of how DS is applied to industry
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Hi, yes there are number of events on campus, some specifically designed for tech/computer science students, you
can find more information here: https://www.city.ac.uk/careers/city-opportunities/events

From student feedback, what term is considered the most challenging?

If you do this full time, then the second term wil lbe more challenging as things get more technical. But you can
counter that by selecting less demanding electives.
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Probably first term. Electives in second term - more choice.
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How popular are Kaggle competitions among students?

A good source of data for coursework projects!

For full time students: Not really given the workload. But there will be time for Kaggle after finishing the exams.

Thank you - Also, are there opportunities for being a TA during the masters, or participate in research?

No. But you get to see our research from lecturers are part of the modules. There are sometime internal internships
(I've offered one this year on a funded research project). And some students to PhD with us afterwards

Are there any current part times MSc students working full time in the chat?

I'm afraid no. But I may be able to help as a programme representative.

Thanks - I have heard from a lot of people that it's difficult to get a tier 2 visa sponsorship for international
students even after completing a master's course from the UK ? Is that true, if yes then how do the current/past
students cope/have coped with this ?

It's getting more difficult in UK, unfortunately, but some bigger companies are still happy to

Which electives would you say are less demanding?

Information retrieval and data visualisation.

Hi - what is the percentage of practical exam and written exam

Depends on the module. Maybe half are coursework only.
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Are there opportunities for being a TA during the masters, or participate in research?

Answered above: "No. But you get to see our research from lecturers are part of the modules. There are sometime
internal internships (I've offered one this year on a funded research project). And some students to PhD with us
afterwards"

If students do an integrated internship programme, do the companies chose the thesis, or do you chose it?
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You will work with the company to come up with a subject, but it must meet some criteria set out by the uni,

How is the course completion certified? Would there be any examinations or the assessment is based on our projects?

All modules have coursework and/or exams. Projects are marked.

Do need to know a lot in programing and Math to do this course
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It's hard to quantify this. But I think this guide may help:https://www.city.ac.uk/postgraduate-applicants
smcse/technical-skills-required-for-citys-msc-in-data-science

How good are the internship programs in the university?

They're great! Students have said that they have really enjoyed the opportunity and found them useful.
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Further information if available on our website; https://www.city.ac.uk/mathematics-computer-science
engineering/placements-and-internships

I tried to go through the program specification, but cannot find the electives or part of any electives about natural
language engineering or text analytic and semantic analysis. So I am kind of wonder whether these areas are left out
from the whole master? The closet I could think of is VisualAnalytic, but I hope that I must be wrong.

NLP and text analytics are the main topics of big data
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How many hours (average) of self-studying is expected per week for a PT student?

The guide is 7 hours self-study per module per week on average (including courswork). Part time is 2 modules a term.
So 14 hours per week (incl coursework)

have any spaced been allocated thus far?

Please clarify what you mean

Hi, I haven't accepted the offer letter. It is pending for more than 28 days. Still can I pay fee ?

Hi If you wish to secure your place, I would advise you to do so as soon as possible. The link sent to you in the offer email
may still be available. If not, kindly email SMCSEPG@city.ac.uk

Hi, I haven't accepted the offer letter., It is pending for more than 28 days. Still am I eligible for admission.
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Emails msc.ds@city.ac.uk for such queries

Hi, I am a French student, do i need to get a uk student visa ? Thank you

Not if you're an EU citizen
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Okay, I see a lot of answers say python and matlab in conjunction. But, is matlab still an industry practice, because i
think instituitions like the banks or retailers etc. are moving to more open source languages like R, Python etc. ? So,
what is the percentage split of content covered in matlab python and R etc. ?
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There will be only Neural computing requiring Matlab next year, and we are working on it to change it to Python!

Are there any past students who went to work for big tech companies such as google and facebook after this Msc ?
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Hi yes, we have students joining Google https://www.city.ac.uk/people/students/zuber-anwar we also have students
joining from Google :.: https://www.city.ac.uk/people/students/sathu-tarimela

All right, Thanks ... I'm waiting for decision from here but not sure if there is any way to track the process though.
But afraid that the decision will be delayed here in a sense that I'll have to accept other university's offer. Anyway
thanks sharing your thought process...

Sorry if there's a delay. Do email for updates. I don't think there's any other way at the momeent

Do we get paid for the internships? Do we have to contact them well I'm advance or is it taken care by university?

I haven't seen any unpaid one. The university will advertise the jobs, and you will need to apply for it if you want to
work for hte company.

Hi, I haven't accepted the offer letter. It is pending for more than 28 days. Still can I pay fee ?
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If we're not full and you have an offer, we'll take you.
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Thank you both for your answers. On an unrelated note, how did you fit in to living in London and the uni
"community"? ( guess, directed to people not from London, or even better outside of the UK)
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Well London is worth living I must say. If you have only 1 year in the UK then don't go anywhere else! the opportunities
are here too. The uni is very diverse and so will your experience be.

Are applications still open and what is the acceptance rate? Is the course filled up?

We're not full yet, but will be soon.

Yes, applications are still open and they are accepted on a case by case bases.

Could you guys please suggest which subjects to start with before the course starts?
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This guide may help: https://www.city.ac.uk/postgraduate-applicants-smcse/technical-skills-reguired-for-citys-msc
in-data-science. For me: I started with machine learning, linear algebra and stats.

How much and what dio I need to know in python for this course?

See our guidance here: https://www.city.ac.uk/prep-msc-data-science
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Do you get assigned a mentor at the start of the course?

You'll be assigned a tutor

What is the employment rate for graduates of the course?

Not sure as it takes a few years for the results to filter through. Anecdotally, students employment prospects seem very
good.

Which courses do you teach?

Visual Analytics - it's core in the first term
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Do you have to give presentations as part of the course?

In some modules, perhaps. Maybe.

Thank you all for joining us today from all around the world. We really hope to see everyone on board this September.
We still have 5 minutes left, so please ask any last questions.

And also, any assistantships that I can apply to as a full time program stufent?

What do you mean by assistantship?
,n
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Do you guys offer mentorship for students?
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Yes. There is a professional mentoring scheme by the uni. You will get a mentor who helps you professionally.

Yes, you can read more about our award winning mentoring scheme here: https://www.city.ac.uk/study/student
support/mentorin� It is a fantastic opportunity!
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For students, how did you find this course helped you build your portfolio?

There is a lot of project works, which you can then present them in your github portfolio.
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thank you - one more question about laptops - does it need its own GPU and cannot be integrated on the
motherboard?

You probably won't need a high-power GPU laptop. We have computers/server here you can use for pojects

I would advise you go with a separated GPU, mine is GTX 960M

Again, it's not compulsory. Only if you want to do deep learning.

Hi, when is course start date ?
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Start of October

https://www.city.ac.uk/about/city-information/academic-year
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I had given IELTS general in March, is it fine? Or do I need to write IELTS academic again

A few month ago? Should be fine!

Is the coursework done in the cloud or on university servers?

In Big Data, you can do it either way.

We have a number of employees from my company who are interested in this course - have companies ever formed a
paternship with the university?

..........
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Yes, come companies offer internships and help fund research

Thank you the the people of City. All my questions have been clearly answered and am really grateful for your time.
thank you

Thanks for your interest!

Did you participate in any data challenges and did the program help mentor you through them?
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No I didn't- the workload was very intense. There should be time for it after finishing the lectures.
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I took IELTS general but the admission states IELTS academic
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For overseas students whose first language is not English, the following qualification is required:
IELTS: 6.S (minimum of 6.0 in all four components)
Due to changes in the UKVl's list of SELTs we are no longer able to accept TOEFL as evidence of English language for
students who require a CAS as of April 2014.

How applied vs theoretical did you find the program?

It's very applied. BUT we teach general principles so students can adapt to new technologies easily. That's the value of
an MSc

We are a very large insurer- how do we go about discussing this?

Email msc.ds@city.ac.uk and you message will be passed on.

And what were some of the most notable projects you worked on?

Depends on what you like! Our students do diverse projects! Lecturers love working with students on projects in their
specialist fields. It's one of the perks of the job!

So it doesmdo matter what variant of IELTS I choose. Just need to secure the minimum score

Look at the entry requirements
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I think you need to have IELTS academic- that's what I had.
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Thank you everyone! :..: Our time is over for today, but please feel free to get in touch with the programme team, if
you still have any questions:
Programmes Office
+44 (0)20 7040 0248
smcsepg@city.ac.uk

